
Highlights EN

De Zilveren Bal 2024
  Sports event  

Sprint spectacle on ice! The fastest skating 
show in the world will take place for the 
eigth time in the Elfstedenhal. With the best 
international sprinters at the starting line, 
nerve-racking races over 100 metres and 
a spectacular show, this promises to be a 
great and thrilling evening. See you there?

wednesday 13 march
dezilverenbal.nl

ATMEN
  Theater  

The local city theater is celebrating its 
150th anniversary! That is why De Harmonie 
organizes a number of special anniversary 
performances. This weekend you can check 
out ATMEN from Nicole Beutler Projects; 
a unique mix of dance, song and video 
set to electronic music. ATMEN is set in a 
dystopian world in the year 2200, in which 
the theater is overgrown by nature.

march 8 and 9 
harmonie.nl

Porcelain Fever
  exhibition  

The opulent halls of the Princessehof 
National Museum of Ceramics have recently 
been filled with unique masterpieces from all 
over the world. In this new exhibition you will 
discover large porcelain animals, gold, sweet 
pastel colors, eccentric paintings and more. 
The White Gold of Augustus the Strong 
and Madame de Pompadour beckons 
to be discovered!

tuesday to sunday
princessehof.nl

Murder Mystery Tour
  Tour  

This whodunnit is a discovery tour through 
the charming city centre. The clues will 
lead you through the historic streets where 
beautiful buildings, interesting history and 
surprising shops will distract you from your 
research. Can you discover who the killer is?

daily
bit.ly/moordroute

Zet ‘m op!
  exhibition  

Unique exhibition around the Dutch 
Preparation Championship! This revolves 
around the question of who is the best 
at (among other things) stu� ing a mammal, 
preparing a fish skeleton, or making a model 
of a bird. This results in a colorful collection 
of animals, a parade of birds and mammals, 
a unique view of the fauna of the 
Netherlands - and beyond.

tuesday to sunday
natuurmuseumfryslan.nl

Miniature People Leeuwarden
  Walk  

Meet the smallest inhabitants of the city! 
At more than sixty locations in the city 
centre of Leeuwarden, you will discover 
the minuscule people in unexpected 
places. Rock climbers clamber up City Hall, 
homeless people sleep under a marble 
surround, and a construction worker with 
a jackhammer makes a huge crack in 
the ground. 

daily
miniaturepeopleleeuwarden.nl

 "Discover large porcelain 
animals, gold, sweet 
pastel colors, eccentric 
paintings and more."

 4 - 17 March 

Scan this QR code and 
discover the finest tips 

on our up-to-date 
inspiration page
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